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Every minute is the leading one

We are 111 Minutes.
Design thinking and ideas caring digital startup
studio founded in 2007
We build smart and pretty products from the ground to
outcomes converting users to customers
We take thought for idea and budget, time and
processes, design and code, people and communication
We partner with startups and businesses who do care
about their projects

Selected works

Spotr
MVP app to create a list of places to visit and get on map directions
iOS

"111 Minutes is a great team. It was an absolute pleasure to work with them.
They were extremely knowledgeable and very professional throughout the
development. They went above and beyond the expectations, and really
worked hard to deliver a product I am thoroughly satisfied with. Will
definitely recommend and work with them again!"
Ashish Verma
CEO, Excelsior Technologies LLC

Project summary
Client met us at an important period of his product creation - idea of MVP development. Except of
initial requirements, client wanted our team to create clean, high quality and easy to use app.
As a result, places discover MVP iOS app was created. It is user friendly and allows to build trips for a
variety of need such as shopping, sightseeing or just exploring the city in a simple and intuitive way.

Book Wizard
Apps for teachers to find bookʹs info with 50 000+ Scholastic items database
iOS

Android

"111 Minutes helped us streamline our requirements and created a simple, easy
to use mobile app, that sync`s with the teachers` web site profiles.
They have been a pleasure to work with, and consistently deliver on time and on
budget. They have been very responsive for app updates and we feel they are
committed to our success."
David Goddy
Vice President, eScholastic

Project summary
Scholastic Book Wizard Mobile (School Edition) is an app created for users that are looking for
children’s books. It gives ability to search books, read info about them, create and share lists of
chosen books. With barcode scanner user can check if the book is in app’s database and see its info.

Red Bull Sputnik
Exclusive promo app for Red Bull Winter Olympics athletes
iOS

Android

"Collaboration with 111 Minutes presented us new opportunities.
We strongly recommend 111 Minutes for mobile development projects. High
expertise, friendly client-service and full dedication — these guys are great
professionals. Our project Red Bull Sputnik had very saturated functionality and
short deadlines — but we definitely succeeded in it and got positive feedback
from Red Bull HQ. Thank you, guys."
Valentinn Hrytsenko
Digital marketing specialist

Project summary
Red Bull promo apps appeared to be super useful app for Olympic athletes. The
applications contains private chats, event schedules, results and maps of olympic venues.
Athletes could find information about upcoming sports and entertainment events, be
notificated about challenge winners, use in app phrasebook and translator, watch videos
from Red Bull Youtube channel. Also sportsmen could always apply for support staff.

Latino Music Pool
Multiple ecosystem for DJs to find and purchase music or videos
iOS

Android

Web

"We're very pleased with our website and mobile applications.
You guys did a great job taking care of all the small details.
Overall very happy with the final product we would recommend you to anyone
that needs a website or app."
Eddie Mendoza
Owner at Latino Music Pool

Project summary
Our team did good job in creating new design and transfer old version of the website to
modern Ruby on Rails framework. The challenge was to transfer all databases of users,
transactions, all music tracks and video clips. Also client wanted to interact with users in one
more way create. This is why we have created iOS and Android mobile apps. The main
project was completed in May 2014 but enhancements are being added on an ongoing basis.
Site evolves, generates revenue and gives access to the tones of good latin music for DJs.

Checkpoint
Search and find warehouse goods using NFC tags
iOS

Android

Project summary
CheckPoint is an app created to find items in warehouse. Also application helps in inventory of all
items or special items, chosen with filter. Users can search items with UPC-Universal Product Code.

The Challenge
App required redesign. The main goal in design was to make it utilitarian and functional.
CheckPoint is more than an app. Check Point is a tool and workers use it every day.

Result
There was quite rough deadline for this project. We did our best to provide design starting from
sketches to final design. As a result, we succeeded in deadline and provided everything in time.
We created design considering work specifics of shops and warehouses. App is maximum
comfortable and intuitive for workers.

Route London New York
Accessories shop and blog that covers jet set lifestyle and fashion by Ilona Selina
Responsive Web Application

"We worked with 111minutes on the redesign of a lifestyle blog and needless to
say, it was a pleasure collaborating with the team. 111minutes was very attentive
to detail and extremely dedicated to the project. Their work goes unmatched. It
was a challenge building a website from the bottom up with multiple innovative
and unique features, but it gave us a competitive advantage over other players in
the field. I am very happy with the final product and would recommend
111minutes for further website development.”
Ilona Selena
Founder of Route London New York

Project summary
Route London New York is a portal about fashion, jet set lifestyle, travelling and luxury life.
Portal contains of posts, written by Ilona Selina and her team members; fashion news;
interactive map with places where Ilona made her photos, wrote her posts and tweets.
Shop is represented by number of famous fashion brands and Ilona Selina’s own fashion line.

Sightseen
MVP app, aimed to help travellers and citizens discover best places in Amsterdam
iOS

Project summary
Sightseen is MVP iOS app that helps tourists and Amsterdam citizens discover places of
different types. There are various categories of places in MVP. Also app uses unique
algorithm for sorting places - not to show places on the same positions each session.

The Challenge
Client came with a package of well-prepared documents about the project. To be on the same
page and not miss anything our team observed all documents carefully. It was the first stage of
the project development and starting from it we began to share our feedback and consulting.

Result
We have developed high quality MVP that helps users find locations by their preferences or
likeness through their smartphones. With Sightseen tourists can create lists of places they
like and see locations that haven’t become popular yet in addition to mainstream places.
So don’t forget to use Sightseen in Amsterdam!

We make web and mobile projects for end users in mind
through following steps

1.define
Needs Assessment: from research to prototype
2-4 weeks

2.build
Minimum Valuable Product Development: fully functional product
4-8 weeks

3.evolve
New Features Implementation: improvement of existing product
ongoing timeline

4.measure
Applications Metrics: identifying and recording the key performance
indicators for your app
5.partner
Retainer Development: reserving time for your project monthly
ongoing timeline

What we can do

Design

Development

Consulting

Maintenance

• UX Research

• iOS Application

• Idea and concept text description

• OS Design Adjustments

• UX Strategy

• Android Application

• Investors package preparation

• OS Code Updates

• App Icon Design

• Custom Animation

• Business model recommendations

• Sysadmin services

• Logo Design

• Websites

• MVP requirements assessment

• DevOps Services

• User Interface Design

• Single page application

• Picking a technology stack

• One-on-one Training

• Interaction Design

• Backend

• Measurement & Analytics

• 6 Month Warranty

• Visual Design

• Frontend

• Project evolvement options

How we think
Idea and Budget

Process and Time

Usually there are many options how to implement
the same functionality in different ways. We analyze
project goals, consider client’s preferences and
available tools to provide the most fitting solution
within a budget.

We prefer to work a sustainable pace so we pay
attention to project planning by taking into account
peculiarity of each project. We use agile-based
methodology that combines elements of Scrum
along with our own addition. We have elaborated
approach that allows us be adaptive to various
project conditions in order to meet timelines.

Design and Code

People and Communication

We usually start developing projects with design
stage. We put our focus on wireframing first to build
a common vision of a project for all members
involved in the process. It also saves time in course
of development stage. Our design team works
side-by-side with our developers and sufficiently
tight from the beginning. Such approach helps us
creating reliable, nimble and beautiful projects
running with quality code.

Communication is a key. Development is not only
following specs and documentation, there is a
collaboration with people standing behind every
project. Our communication strategy intends to
getting on the same page and setting a healthy
environment for both clients and the team. We
expect clients to be involved on every step of the
way. Our process is tuned pointing to active client’s
role in daily conversations, feedbacks and
approvals on time. In return we provide regular
status reports, outlined deliverables and things that
were exactly meant.

We think over the matter
We build ideas, not applications

We work for project customers
The only one who defines project’s success is ultimate user

We are in no haste to answer
Unless we examine a question

We value failures
Good ideas are the result of trial and error

We don't build blindfold
Partnership leads to the best results.

What we’re best at

• Advertising

• Finance

• E-Commerce

• Education

• Fitness

• Photography

• Entertainment

• Healthcare

• Real Estate

• Fashion

• Music

• Social Networking

• Food and Drink

• Newspapers

• Travel

We created projects for their customers

Clients

Projects

CROWD MICS

We are thinkers, designers, coders, concept
developers, consultants, illustrators and makers.
Startup helpers that’s who we are.

Say hi to 111 team

Email
sayhi@111minutes.com
Website
111minutes.com
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